Thank you for purchasing this AquaTech Lens Port Zoom Gear. Each Zoom Gear is designed to work with a dedicated lens and will only work correctly on that lens.

Please note that this P Series Lens Port Zoom Gear is designed to work with the Delphin and Elite model’s of the Sport Housing range and selected other Sport Housings which clearly state use with the P-series Lens Ports.

OVERVIEW:
Each AquaTech lens Port Zoom Gear is designed to work with a dedicated lens. The Zoom Gear will allow full zoom control on either the Delphin or Elite Sport Housing and should operate in a smooth and responsive manner. This lightweight Zoom Gear is made from Delrin and will not lose its shape over time and with use. The Zoom Gear pitch is matched perfectly to the Zoom Control on the Sport Housing to fast responsive control in those critical situations when fast changes are needed.
INSTRUCTIONS:

Remove any tripod collars or straps from your lens. Gently expand the Zoom Gear by pulling it apart at the small split in the Zoom Gear and slip onto the lens. Ensure the teeth of the Zoom Gear are facing the camera. Slide the Zoom Gear as far as it will go without using excess force.

To attach the lens to your camera, you must first disengage the Zoom Control on the Sport Housing by pull it out and allowing enough room for the lens to mount s normal to your camera. Once your lens is locked into place release the Zoom Control and this will engage the Zoom Gear and Zoom Control to work freely.

To remove simply expand as mentioned above and slip of the back of your lens. leaving this Zoom Gear on your lens will in no way harm your lens or the Zoom Gear itself.

If the Zoom Control is not responsive please check the Zoom Gear to be sure it is the correct model, ensure the Zoom Gear is attached the lens correctly and the is nothing stopping the Zoom Control from positioning itself in the correct location.

If you do need further support with this item please contact Aquatech via email on techsupport@aquatech.net